PRESENT

Latest from me on Linkedin

htps:/w .linkedin.com/inpabloem anueld o/

Metegol (Universal with Mundo Loco)
Replicas (Company Films)
El Paraiso - Unreal Engine Movie (Nomad)

FILMS

The star machine (Pampa Films - Nuts Studios)
Little heroes (Malditomaus)

PABLO EMMANUEL DE LEO

Gilgamesh (Hook Up Animation)

TECHNICAL ARTIST / PIPELINE TD / RIGGER TD

Tales of the Jungle (Aleph media)

Argentina - Capital Federal - Belgrano

+54-11-21587183
Nivis (Disney Latin America)

pabloemmanueldeleo@gmail.com
pabloemmanueldeleo.com
W https://pabloemmanueldeleo.com/

SERIES

The farm of Zeno (Leader Entertainment )

I already have more than 16 years in the film and video game
industry.

Minitoons (Canica Azul \ Leader Entertainment )

My main role is currently Technical Artist, Technical Animator,
Pipeline TD, Lead Rigger, Character FX, Programmer, Speaker,
Trainer, and Producer.

Maria Elena Walsh ( Leader Entertainment )

I am also certified in Autodesk Maya.
As a Leader and Supervisor I can offer you:

BigTime (Big Time Studios)

- Create tools for artists, technical troubleshooting, and establish
a production pipeline with many DCCs apps.
- Supervise character rig quality and functionality to ensure it fits
the production pipeline requirement.
- Collaborate with the Art and engineering team to ensure
schedules meet the production milestone.
- Experience with procedural workflows.
- Experience with Python and proprietary languages ( Maya
Python/PyMEL, PySide/PyQt)

Summit G20 Argentina (NOS Studios)

VIDEO
GAMES
\
APPS

- Experience with, physically-based rendering techniques and
anything related to skin/hair rendering and real-time engines
(Unreal, Unity).

- Understanding of human anatomy and modeling, rigging,
deformation, and morphing targets
In my free time, I continue to train and expand my knowledge.

CONTENT
CREATOR
\
TUTOR

SKILLS

EDUCATION
Recommendations \ Awards \ Courses

htps:/w .domestika.org/espabloem anueld eo/p rtfoli

htps:/w .linkedin.com/inpabloem anueld o/

htps:/w .imdb.com/name/nm4 372 /

htps:/github.com/pabloem anueld eo

htps:/ ketchfab.com/PabloEm anuelDLeo/cletions/porflio

ACTC Racing (CofCof Studios)

Shadow Water (Globant)

- Experience with USD pipelines and authoring 3D content,
procedural modeling, surfacing, and animation systems and
simulation (skin, hair, clothes, fabric).

- Expertise in 3D geometry, data structures and algorithms, and
linear algebra.

2090 Play or Die (VR Level - FOX Channel)

The Mystery Team PSP game (QB9)

- Experience with real-time asset implementation and optimization techniques.

- Small experience in collaborating with computer vision and
deep learning researchers.

The Apprentice (Quad Digital Studios)

Domestika( Rigging introduction course)
Animum3D (Rigging and Programming tutoring)

2006-2010
Professional 3D animation
techniques.
”
Video game design and production concept.
Video Game Development C++
www.imagecampus.com.ar
1998-2004
Economía y Gestión. EEMN # 1
San Cayetano (Prov. Buenos Aires).

